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Introduction 

A building rising vertically up to 20 or more 
stories poses some serious problems for 
heating and ventilation design. Wind effect, 
the stack effoct, and mechanical ventilation 
as well as people's behavioU.rr can affect the 
air infiltration of a building. For a high-rise 
building, the influence of tbese factors is 
much •more complefx"· and important, I fl t; 
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Consider the pattern of wind -flow over ·a 
high-rise building!' :slfown iri1 'f'rg. I .'' It •' is 
obvious that the -' pos~ ti e · pressure on the 
windward side caw•:daus undesirable ·effoc ts 
within the bu 1ding ' ' if leakage through 
window!: oc4'u~ 1 6r even worse, if the window 

' 'is. ·•b~ed. :\!f.he"'doors between the room ahd 
. ttrer·reon·'do'r:, may r-be diffictilt to open due ' w. 
· the la~"r ffe~s'stire difference. Infiltration 'On 
the Windw':itd si'de may account for ' a ·. _hi:gh· 

•\'ate of air·chang'e, ·wtiich causl.:s ' ,.a . .lffi'c~1ty 
· ·i regulating the : · indoor .a'ii tet'i'iphatlire ., 
'1vfoanwhi le, on the leeward s lde , afr · 

.'.·tnovement tends to ' · be ·· outward. th'ere will 
r• be> '-mere second-hand air infiltra tfoti from 
• r • I ' 1 ;; ·, 

Pig. "'1 '. ld~ir flow pa~~ern .. ~.~~,u,nd :/1 ;,~~~'.~;~~" 
. ' • udl mg. 
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the corridor, which could give rise to an 
indoor air quality problem. Furthermore, due 
to the changing . o~ the indoor pressure, the 
operation of the mechanical ventilation 
system will also have a significant influence. 
It is . known that {he opening of windows in 
hi.gh-dse building is not advisable. but there 
is a lack of . knowledge on how it influences 

the operation of the mechanical ventilat~on 
systems in high-rise buildings. (Tli'is'.. is Jo!!pat 
has been ·analysed in the curren~ paper.) 

Example 

A high-nse building is simulated, as shown 
in· Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. There are fourteen floors 
.with · a stair. well. A balanced ventilation 

\v syste~ is pesi~ned , see Fig. 4. The floor aud 
'. ; ~h~ : c·eiling· ·are e~tr~~~\Y., t~hc! · le, , =f.?.O, where 
. " 'k 1 i~ .the leak~ge coeff~cjf? • i ( l m~ /s at 1 Pa 

). ·see ·Li et . 'al ( 19905. The internal walls 
· between each floor and the stair well have k1 

values of 0.0005, . wh~re the doors are 
assumed to be closed: .. ;there 'will always be 
some leakage in tli~ da~ks between the door 
an~ ~.he frame.; 1TH~ 'flt/alue for the ~nvelq.pe 

. i · tf:~P,O 1. " 
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The win~ . pres.~ ,ute cotf;T 7,\f.~ 1. , c p , r~P; 
assumed to , be unifor1!'1Y. ~ 4~ttibuted 10 _g-

. the height. . The simplific~'lton l. ?s· due, 't'. the 

u~~v~i'labiliti.e$ . of "C'~- ;~;~1~_es . ..fo~ : high;(~e, 
.~.u~ld1 ig~_. t~e . ~~.t~19to~l:fj8-l w.md_ ;~.peed ?.~ta 

' :~H~1 ~ o.~ her , ch.~,l\re, .~~a.ta, measufjd ! At .19 
1 met~r.li abo've· t'ff~ groujlld .- were u)ie<i .. ~11e 
1b·l' ~ · ~m'erits '.!\vere ,)~ken . .,.. Jn J.:r.~·- ~~.·§~rpg , 
'~den, F~br~~·fy~ 2 ·~~~ t;~e, i.·, l rdr'1tl).·
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.Fia. 2. Ploot plan. 
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Fig. 3. Vertical section of building. 

Discussions 

Calculations concerning the ventilation of 
high-rise building are normally made in 
order to design the ventilation systems. Such 
calculations are necessary to choose the right 
components for the system. However, they 
don't give any hints about the flow of air 
inside the building, neither the infiltration, 
nor the exfiltration. The calculations 
presented here .give 'that information. Due to 
the wide variaty of buildings, one example 
has being chosen. However, some conclusion 
can be found even from these simple cases. 
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Fig. 4. Ventilation system. 

Fig. 5 shows the infiltration rate, exfiltration 
rate, exhaust ventilation rate, supply 
ventilation rate and total ventilation rate of 
the model building. Due to the changing of 
the weather, the changing of the infiltration 
i~ between 0,2 to 0,6 ach, which means that 
the air pollutants rising from cars or a 
nearby · positioned chimney can be transfer 
into building, and can give rise to indoor air 
quality problems. The change of total 
ventilaticm flow rate in the model building, is 
of course not that big magnitude as the 
infiltration, but of the order ±20 %, which is 
quite enough to influence the indoor thermal 
enviroment. Fig. 6 shows the balanced 
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Fig. 5. Ventilation rate of the model tall building. 
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Fig. 6. Balanced ventilation rates of the model tall building for each 
floor (floor 7, or floor 2, or floor 13). 
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ventilation for individual floors which in this 
case has no window openings. It should be 
noted that this system is designed in favour 
of extraction by 10%. 

From the point of view of the operation of 
mechanical ventilation system, it can be seen 
that even a kr value of 0.0001 is not tight 
enough. The influence of the natural 
ventilation is quite significant. It is therefore 
necessary to keep or make the envelope very 
tight. For the buildings with balanced 
systems, especially high rise buildings, more 
attention should be paid to the design and 
operation of ventilation systems. 

Fig. 7 shows the exhaust ventilation and 
supply ventilation for floor 7, when the 
windward side windows of this floor are 
open. For comparison, the leeward side 
windows of floor 7 are open in another case 
and this result is shown in Fig. 8. A large 
imbalanced ventilation rate occurs due to the 

Ventilation rate, m3/s 
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changing of indoor pressure. Two opposing 
effects occur, depending on whether a 
window is open on the leeward side or the 
windward side. In this particular high-rise 
building situation in Sweden, aumg is 
normally not allowed. Figs. 7 to 10 give a 
good background to that. 

Two different influence also exist depending 
on whether a window is opened near the top 
or near the ground level. These are shown in 
Figs. 9 and I 0. The effect will be more 
significant if the windows are opened on the 
floor nearest to where the fan is situated. In 
Fig. 9, the windows on the second floor are 
open. 

The supply inlet of floor 2 is located near the 
fan while the exhaust outlet is far away from 
the fan. The supply ventilation rate is more 
varied than the exhaust ventilation rate 
which remains relatively constant. This is a 
serious problem, as it could cause the 
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Fig. 7; The exhaust and supply ventilation rates for floor 7 when the 
windward side windows of floor 7 are open. 
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Fig. 8. The exhaust and supply ventilation rates for floor 7 when the 
leeward side windows of floor 7 are open. 
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Fig. 9. The exhaust and supply ventilation rates for floor 2 when the 
windward side wiitdows of floor 2 are open. 
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unstable operatiQn of the mechanical 
ventilation. A similar situation is shown in 
Fig. 10. It is obvious that in a practical 
situation, the wind speed at the top of the 
building will be much higher than that at 
ground level and so the influence of the wind 
on the indoor air pressure on the top floor 
will be much larger. It is, therefore not 
desirable to open the top windows for the 
normal . operation of the mechanical 
ventilation system. 

As the whole ventilation system is driven by 
the same fan the opening of a window on one 
floor will to some extent affect the 
mechanical ventilation rate on adjoining 
floors, see Figs I I to I4. The floor near the 
fan will be much more sensitive to the 
opening of the windows on the neighbouring 
floors. 

It shoud be noted that one inherent 
weakness in this study is the simplification 
of the uniform wind pressure distribute over 
the building spatially. But, in fact, the wind 

Ventilation rate, m3/s 
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pressure is mostly higher on the top par_t of 
the building, say, around .0,75 of the height. 
So the imbalanced ventilation rate is higher 
for the top part of the building. Actually, the 
leakage coefficient k 1 on the top part is quite 
often higher, due to the damage by the long
time action of the higher wind force or in 
some cases due to damage by the concentric 
force of rain, see Peterson (1989), and so on. 
This higher leakage, together with higher 
wind pressure probably will have a 
undesirable effect on the operation of the 
ventilation system. 

Another weakness inherent in this study is 
the large variation about the mean wind 
pressure, both in magnitute and in direction 
were not considered. Both of the mean wind 
pressure and the fluctuating wind pressure 
on the surface give rise to pressure 
differences across the building envelope. This 
will give a different prediction, especially for 
the lower wind speed, or the bottom of the 
building, where the fluctuating pressure is 
much bigger. 
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Fig. I 0. The exhaust and supply ventilation rates for floor I 3 when 
the windward side windows of floor 13 are open. 
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Fig. 11. The exhaus1 and supply ventilation rates for each floor 
when no windows is open. 
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Fig . I 2. The exhaust and supply ventilalion rates for each floor 
when lhe windward side windows of floor 7 are open. 
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Fig. 13. The exhaust and supply ventilation rates for each floor 
when the windward side windows of floor 2 arc open. 
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Fig. 14. The exhaust and supply ventilation rotes for each floor 
when the windward side windows of floor 13 arc open. 
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Conclusions 

The analysis here has confirmed that a large 
imbalanced ventilation rates occur, due to 
the changing of indoor pressure. This can be 
attributed to an unstable operation of 
performance on the balanced ventilation 
system, such as when some windows are 
opened. The opposite effect occurs, when the 
window is opened on the windward side or 
the leeward side. The ventilation rate on the 
floor which is near the fan, will be much 
more sensitive to the opening of its own 
windows. 

The example shows that the influence of 
wind pressure on the operation of the 
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mechanical ventilation system is higher, and 
should be taken into account when designing 
the systems. 
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